
PRIVATE DINING AND EVENTS

177 N Ada Street, Chicago, IL 60607   |   kate@smythandtheloyalist.com



At Smyth, creativity ebbs and flows from the ocean. The ocean bestows unparalleled purity, and its abundance is featured both 
prominently and delicately throughout the menu. These offerings are served in harmony with the finest produce nature has to offer, 

grown in close collaboration with small farmers and followed by one or two servings of meat. 
 

SEATED CAPACITY  Smyth private dining room can accommodate up to 12 guests seated at our tailored wood table.
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Two Michelin-starred nature-driven tasting menu  |  $250 per person
Wine pairings  |  $155 for Traditional, $205 Reserve, $360 Super Mega

SMYTH DINING EXPERIENCE

BUYOUT CAPACITY  Smyth main dining room can accommodate up to 38 guests seated.
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French. Focused. Friendly. Inspired by the bustling brasseries in France, every dish at The Loyalist is prepared with the same 
uncompromising attention to detail and love as Smyth, its fancier two Michelin-starred restaurant sibling upstairs.

 
SEATED CAPACITY  The Loyalist private dining room can accommodate up to 25 guests seated at our rustic wood table 

or up to 32 at three separate tables.

THE LOYALIST DINING EXPERIENCE

Three-course menu, served family-style  |  $75 per person
For groups of up to 14 guests, please inquire about our individually plated experiences.

BUYOUT CAPACITY  The Loyalist main dining room can accommodate up to 65 guests seated or 100 reception style.



PRIVATE DINING ROOM FEATURES
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LOCATION Our Private Dining Room is on the lower level, tucked away from either restaurant to
ensure your privacy. A Smyth or The Loyalist dining experience can be hosted in our private space.

 
SETUP The room features beautiful wood tables that stretch the length of the room, 

lounge seating, exposed brick and a serene, custom nature wall. Flexible seating arrangements
allow us to accommodate up to 32 guests in our private dining room.   

 
ENHANCEMENTS We are happy to coordinate with our trusted vendors to 

provide additional floral, decor, and Audio/Visual details for your event.
 

MUSIC The room is equipped with a built-in sound system that 
can play our curated playlists from either Smyth or The Loyalist.

 
HEAT/AC The room has its own thermostat that can be adjusted as 

needed to ensure a comfortable temperature.
 

PARKING Street parking is available on Ada and Randolph. 
A public parking garage is one block north on Ada. 

 
MINIMUMS Our food and beverage minimums are dependent on availability, restaurant and
season. A deposit of 50% is required to secure the room and is deducted from the final bill. 

Prices are exclusive of taxes and service fees. 


